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Due to part obsolescence and UL restrictions on retrofits, Morrison 
Bros. Co. will no longer be able to provide replacement batteries 
for “old style” 918S Tank Alarm Boxes. If an old style battery kit was 
purchased after August of 2017, they will qualify for a credit. Customers 
in need of a battery replacement for an “old style” alarm box will need 
to purchase a new tank alarm box (918S--1100 AA).  

Although the discontinuation of the old style battery is beyond our 
control, Morrison Bros. realizes this change has the potential to be 
inconvenient for some of our customers. As a result, we have decided 
to issue a credit—for a limited time—to distributors who are in need of 
a replacement battery but who are now required to purchase a new 
tank alarm box. 

CREDIT REQUIREMENTS 

Morrison Bros. is offering a $90 credit for authorized Morrison 
distributors who need to purchase a new 918S tank alarm box (due 
to the obsolescence of the old style battery). In order to receive this 
credit, your circuit board must be V1.30 dated 07-17-17 (refer to 
Circuit Board image.) Please contact Morrison’s Customer Service 
Department to secure a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA).

*This credit program will be in effect until June 1, 2020.  

Please note: Alarm boxes containing the old style battery that are still 
working do NOT need to be replaced.  

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Morrison Bros. 
Co. customer service at (800) 553-4840 or custserv@morbros.com.
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